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The main point of Kádár’s pragmatic church
policy was that as long as churches exist,
they must be put to use. After 1958 the
former persecution of the churches, with 
an undisguised intention of liquidation,
was replaced by a National Front policy 
that favoured “national unity”. However,
the decades of the Kádár regime were para-
doxically characterized by both a certain
freedom for the churches and a fight against
them. In 1964 a so called partial agreement
was made by the Hungarian government
and the Apostolic Holy See, which succee-
ded in maintaining the existence of the Ca-
tholic hierarchy. In return for the conces-
sions the Catholic Church undertook to
promote the acceptance of the fact that you
can get along in Socialist society as a
religious person. In the course of time the
churches not only tolerated the economic
and (from the 1970’s onward) political goals
of the regime, but expressly promoted them.
In the 1980’s Hungarian Catholicism faced
with symptoms of a serious internal crisis.
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According to an international survey, in
2009, twenty years after the Annus Mirabi-
lis, 72% of Hungarians considered them-
selves losers of the regime change, while in
other post-communist countries, those who
associate themselves with the losing side
are considerably fewer in number, a fact
which press commentaries interpret as a
strikingly strong nostalgia for the last three
decades of Hungarian communism, called
the Kádár era. This paper situates the Kádár
era in the larger historical context of the
“short 20th century” from a long duration
perspective, challenging the relevance of
the term ‘nostalgia’. It begins by stating that
in the period of 1918–1990, there were a
total of nine system changes in Hungary
and, chronologically, the majority of these
(7) took place in the first half of the century,
when the World Wars, the rotation of red-
white-brown-red terror and the global econo-
mic crisis of 1929–1933 had torn historical

time into chunks of roughly 5-year periods.
This also means that the algorithm of all too
frequently occurring disasters and consequent
trauma never left enough time for social
recovery. In comparison to these precedents,
the second half of the 20th century was
almost completely occupied by the Kádár
era, during which the system was reduced to
a “soft dictatorship” and the traumatic trials
and tribulations had ceased. The subsistence
of Hungarian society can be well traced on a
multiple timeline chart – in the first half of
the century, it is hectic and fragmented
(jumping up and down), then shows a slow
but steady climb in the second half of the
century, even though the Kádár era did not
actually bring prosperity to Hungary, nor 
a “welfare society” by any means. It is only
by contrast to previous periods and the
frequent rhapsodic meltdowns of “we have
to start all over again” that the Kádár era had
managed to establish stable and predictable
employment security and a subsequent
accumulation of wealth, providing an op-
portunity for widespread social recovery.
However, for the majority as well as the
newer generation which grew up, this had
become history along with the communist
system in the two decades following the
regime change. There could hardly be any
nostalgia towards the half-century long
occupation of Hungary or the status of the
communist underling; however, the social
majority usually evaluates any currently
reigning system by their own existential secu-
rity and welfare. After the system change, the
social majority – just like in other regions 
of Europe – now dreams of reaching the
status of “bourgeois”, although at the mo-
ment, mostly due to historical reasons, they
would be content to at least secure the
everyday welfare of the “petit bourgeois”.
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This essay seeks to explore through the story
of a woman how everyday life changed after
1956 in Sztálinváros, the first socialist city
in Hungary. The woman (Ilona) came to
Sztálinváros in 1950 and she was living in
the Technikum residential district in the
second half of the decade. In Sztálinváros
the “temporary” barracks and the buildings
of the Technikum district were considered
slums, and this contributed to the wide-
spread conviction among the people of
Sztálinváros that in these parts of the city
they were likely to encounter “deviants”126
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and “profligates.” Sidewalks were left unfi-
nished and plaster was missing from the
buildings for years. Generally former resi-
dents of workers’ hostels, which were
located on the far edges of the downtown
area and were being closed down at the
time, were given apartments in the Techni-
kum, and they found themselves living in
worse conditions than in their former
dwellings. The story of Ilona, who was
accused of prostitution and “crime against
children” represents the everyday life of the
residents of this so-called “prole” district.
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One of the most comprehensive social
operations in the process of Sovietisation
was the liquidation of traditional peasant
society. The individual peasant farms, the
organisations and church communities of
rural society represented a political counter-
base in the path of the communist programme.
The land and the people could only be
collectivised through the use of terror. The
“collective farms” created in the first wave
of collectivisation were a failure for the
programme of Sovietisation. Contrary to the
results of many other historical researches,
in his extensive research in all county
archives the author found that the sweeping
campaign for full collectivisation carried
out between 1958 and 1961 used mass vio-
lence. The effects of the traumatisation that
occurred in those days, the emptying of
rural social spaces are still being felt today.
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